
Benefits
You will be trained and coached as you develop new skills and gain experience. Our Digital Marketing
Intern position will teach you valuable skills that all businesses need. ProFRESHional Creations LLC along
with plenty of other companies are in need of team members with these specific valuable skills. The skills
you'll learn are super valuable because some companies don't always know exactly what they need. This
puts you in a position to pre-qualify yourself as an expert by knowing how to wake up your creative ability
and use it across all industries and platforms. Although online services are in high demand, there is a
shortage of individuals equipped with the proper skills. Are you ready to master the skills?

Create caption copies, schedule/ upload digital content as trained
Adhere to brand guidelines for content, suggested images and videos 
Receive feedback from creative director, make revisions and necessary changes 
Complete projects according to deadline, leaving room for feedback and revisions
Collaborate with the creative director, graphic designer and info tech for project delivery and new concepts
Perform market research for specific industries as instructed

Internship Description

Must be in pursuit of a degree in a related field
Must be willing to learn and work at 110% levels of quality
Must have above average levels of verbal and written (grammar/spelling) communication skills
Must be passionate & insightful for creating content!

ProFRESHional Creations LLC

If you have been looking for something that allows you to use your creativity while working on
professional projects ProFRESHional Creations Technology & Design Group has an opening for you!
Our Digital Media Intern position consist of using creative abilities to create content such as social
captions, blog content, email copy, digital product content etc. This internship will also be trained on
strategic keyword research, audience segmentation and collaboration outreach.

DIGITAL MEDIA INTERN

Intern Duties and Responsibilities

Requirements

getstarted@ProFRESHionalCreations.comProFRESHionalCreations.com

We're looking for exceptional tech, design, marketing and
multimedia interns excited about working with a winning
graphic design agency and eager to learn valuable skills
that are in high demand!
 
Our internships are not hourly positions, they are project
based with reasonable deadlines. All intern projects can
be worked on remotely. Our internships are six months.
All intern positions require interns to be present for our
weekly online meeting. 



Benefits
Our Graphic Design Intern position will teach you valuable skills that all businesses need. ProFRESHional
Creations LLC along with plenty of other companies are in need of team members with these specific
valuable skills. The skills you'll learn are super valuable because some companies don't always know
exactly what they need. This puts you in a position to pre-qualify yourself as an expert by knowing how to
wake up your creative ability and use it across all industries and platforms. Although online services are in
high demand, there is a shortage of individuals equipped with the proper skills. Are you ready to master the
skills?

Create and design websites and landing pages across multiple industries and platforms as trained
Adhere to design guidelines, suggested images and videos for each project assigned
Design digital graphics and edit video footage and shareable content as instructed
Receive feedback from creative director, make revisions and necessary changes 
Complete projects according to deadline, leaving room for feedback and revisions
Collaborate with the creative director, digital marketer and info tech for project delivery and new concepts
Perform research on design trends and keywords for various industries as instructed

Internship Description

Must be passionate & insightful for online design!
Must be in pursuit of a degree in a related field
Must be willing to learn and work at 110% levels of quality
Must have above average levels of verbal and written (grammar/spelling) communication skills
Must act independently and take initiative

ProFRESHional Creations LLC

Are you a student interested in building real-world graphic design experience with a winning team?
ProFRESHional Creations Technology & Design Group has an opening for a Graphic Design Intern. This
intern position consist of designing websites, landing pages, digital media, social content and other graphics
as trained. Creative abilities are encouraged throughout the design process as well as fresh, creative ideas,
strategic keywords, copy and an excellent eye for detail. 

We're looking for exceptional tech, design, marketing and
multimedia interns excited about working with a winning
graphic design agency and eager to learn valuable skills
that are in high demand.
 
Our internships are not hourly positions, they are project
based with reasonable deadlines. All intern projects can
be worked on remotely. Our internships are six months.
All intern positions require interns to be present for our
weekly online meeting. GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN

Intern Duties and Responsibilities

Requirements

getstarted@ProFRESHionalCreations.comProFRESHionalCreations.com



Benefits
Our info Tech Intern position will teach you valuable skills that all businesses need. ProFRESHional
Creations LLC along with plenty of other companies are in need of team members with these specific
valuable skills. The skills you'll learn are super valuable because some companies don't always know
exactly what they need. This puts you in a position to pre-qualify yourself as an expert by knowing how to
wake up your creative ability and use it across all industries and platforms. Although online services are
in high demand, there is a shortage of individuals equipped with the proper skills. Are you ready to
master the skills?

Research software and equipment solutions
Adhere to company tech and brand guidelines for each project assigned
Create software solutions and reports across various industries as instructed
Receive feedback from creative director, make revisions and necessary changes 
Complete projects according to deadline, leaving room for feedback and revisions
Collaborate with the creative director, digital marketer & graphic designer for project delivery/ new concepts
Perform research on data and analytics

Internship Description

Must be passionate & insightful for information technology!
Must be in pursuing a degree in Information Technology, or a related field
Must be willing to learn and work at 110% levels of quality
Must have above average levels of verbal and written (grammar/spelling) communication skills
Must act independently and take initiative

ProFRESHional Creations LLC

Are you a student interested in gaining experience creating solutions with a tech and design agency while
learning the principals of running a digital business? Gain experience and create solutions with our growing
team at ProFRESHional Creations Technology & Design Group. Our Info Tech Intern position consist of
quantitative research and development, enterprise software solutions, state of the art practical solutions,
data analysis and analytics, etc.

We're looking for exceptional tech, design, marketing and
multimedia interns excited about working with a winning
graphic design agency and eager to learn valuable skills
that are in high demand.
 
Our internships are not hourly positions, they are project
based with reasonable deadlines. All intern projects can
be worked on remotely. Our internships are six months.
All intern positions require interns to be present for our
weekly online meeting. INFO TECH INTERN

Intern Duties and Responsibilities

Requirements

getstarted@ProFRESHionalCreations.comProFRESHionalCreations.com


